www.sunnyside.co.nz
info@sunnyside.co.nz
0800 047 866

If you're looking to buy great value polycarbonate roofing, acrylic,
spouting, roller blinds, shade sails, water tanks and more, you'll
find it at Sunnyside. We supply Clearlite, Laserlite, Twinwall, Omni
Screen outdoor blinds, Shadetex sails, and more.
The good news is, because you're dealing with the owneroperator of a family business, we promise you'll always get quality
roofing backed by dependable service, regardless of where your
project is in NZ.
We've been supplying building products since 1966, and were one
of the first to set up online.
We have stores in Auckland and Christchurch and we deliver
nationwide.
Customer satisfaction guaranteed
When you deal with the owner-operator of this family business (that’s me) you’ll always enjoy personal service, good
relationships and customer satisfaction. Take a look at all our positive feedback on Trade Me, Google and Facebook.
And a truly personal approach
We’re always available for free advice, where you get clear, helpful tips about how to install and care for your roof.
And where you deal with a business owner who genuinely wants to know about your project and ensure its success.
We are the easiest place in NZ to buy quality polycarbonate roofing and shade. Because that’s the Sunnyside way!
Cheers,
Kurt and the Sunnyside team

The Sunnyside Way
1. Not sure what you're after? Take a look at our handy guide and products online so you can make an
informed decision. The most popular seller is our Laserlite 1000 profiled polycarbonate. But if you need
something with insulation or for a conservatory you could consider our Laserlite 2000+ Twinwall. After
something closer to glass, but without the price tag? Custom Glaze is your product. We supply shade sails
and outdoor blinds as well. You can also check out our forums, blog for various articles, inspiration gallery of
photos and helpful videos.
2. If you're still unsure, feel free to contact us to discuss. We'd love to help out! Email, call or message us. You
can also request a free sample pack of the products you're interested in.
3. Ready to order? Head on over to our online store and place your order. You can pay by bank transfer or
credit card. All prices include GST. If you'd prefer, you can email or message us with your order, or place it
over the phone. Whatever's easiest for you!
4. Sit back and wait for your order to come to you, directly from our supplier. Delivery schedules can be found
online. Don't forget to give us your phone number, and let us know a safe place to leave it if you're not going
to be home (generally sheets over 4.2m will require someone to assist the driver). We also have a small
amount of Suncover available for pick up in Auckland or Rangiora, as well as samples of all products.
5. Have fun installing your new roof, shade sail or roller blind. While you're installing, feel free to contact us
with any questions. We're just an email, message or phone call away.
6. Enjoy the many years of extended outdoor living. Fire up the BBQ and get your friends around. If they decide
they want to transform their outdoor area too, don't forget to send them our way!
For great value clear roofing and outdoor shade, always see the Sunnyside!
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Suncover and Laserlite 1000 profiled polycarbonate roofing
www.suncover.co.nz
www.laserlite1000.co.nz

Often called clearlite, profiled polycarbonate roofing
is the most common type of clear roofing you’ll see
around. We have two different grades. They both
look very similar. One just has a slightly thicker UV
protective coating, and therefore a longer warranty.
It also comes in more profiles.
Suitable for awnings, pergolas, carports,
greenhouses, gazebos, entrances, porches,
walkways…and much more!

Suncover
•
•
•
•

Limited lengths and colours available for pick
up in Auckland or Christchurch
Available in corrugated or Greca
10 year warranty against discolouration and
brittleness
99.5% 4th generation UV protection

Laserlite 1000 premium
• Not available for pick up (sent direct to you
from factory)
• Available in corrugated, Greca or 5-Rib
• Thicker UV protective coating than the
Suncover standard product, giving it a longer
warranty
• 25 year light transmission and 15 year
performance warranty
• 99.9% 4th generation UV protection
Opal (white) not available in Greca or 5-Rib profiles

Length
1.8m
2.1m
2.4m
2.7m
3.0m
3.6m
4.2m
4.8m
5.4m
6.0m
7.2m
Cut to exact length

Suncover 10 year warranty
Laserlite 1000 25 year warranty
Corrugated
Greca
Corrugated or Greca 5-Rib
$24
$27
$36
$49
$28
$32
$41
$58
$32
$36
$47
$66
$36
$41
$53
$74
$40
$45
$59
$82
$48
$54
$71
$98
$56
$63
$82
$115
$64
$72
$94
$131
$72
$81
$106
$147
$80
$90
$117
$164
$96
$108
$141
$196
No charge for cutting, will cut from closest size up

Accessories
Polycarbonate fasteners from
$35

Polycarbonate flashings from $59

Noise stop tape 25m $36

Metal back channel from $72

Foam infill from $3

Laserlite 2000+ Twinwall polycarbonate
www.twinwall.co.nz

Laserlite 2000+ Twinwall polycarbonate roofing
from Sunnyside is an ideal combination, offering a
lightweight glazing panel with excellent impact
resistance, thermal and acoustic properties, and an
industry leading 15 year warranty against loss of
light transmission.

Twinwall roofing is a double wall, hollow structured, flat,
lightweight, polycarbonate glazing sheet.
It is the first choice for almost any demanding glazing
application. As well as being aesthetically pleasing, it
offers excellent thermal and acoustical properties.
Sunnyside Twinwall will meet most architectural
requirements and is available in a range of attractive
colour tint options.
Being a multiwall product, Sunnyside Twinwall
polycarbonate roofing offers reduced thermal build-up
under the sheet as compared to single skin products. It
should be considered when heat reduction and reduced
condensation is needed.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not available for pick up (sent direct to you from
factory)
Available in clear, bronze tint, grey tint or opal
6mm or 6mm thickness
NZBC Fire group 1-S
Reduces heat without sacrificing light
Absorbs almost 100% of sunlight UV radiation
250 times stronger than glass and 20 times stronger than acrylic
Very light, very strong and virtually unbreakable
Capable of withstanding temperature fluctuations from -20ºC to 120ºC
15 year limited warranty against loss of light transmission

How it works

Length
1.8m
2.4m
3.0m
3.6m
4.0m
5.8m

6mm thick
610mm wide
$46
$58
$70
$83
$92
$120

1220mm wide
$91
$116
$140
$165
$183
$240

8mm thick
610mm wide
$58
$73
$89
$104
$116
$151

1220mm wide
$115
$146
$177
$208
$231
$301

Accessories
Sealer and dust tape combo 2 x
11m $50

Sheet fasteners 55mm 50qty $36

U end cap 1.22m $8
U end cap 4.89m $32

H-snap joiner x 5.8m $68
H-snap joiner x 2.9m $34

Anodised F channel x 6m $95

Alsynite Custom Glaze roofing
www.customglaze.co.nz

Alsynite Custom Glaze is a great looking, flat,
polycarbonate roofing product. It’s designed to
look similar to a glass or acrylic roof, without the
cost or complicated installation system.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Not available for pick up (sent direct to you
from factory)
Available in clear, bronze tint or grey tint
Overlapping ribs at 610mm centres (usually
hidden by the rafters), eliminating the need
for expensive glazing systems
Purlins at 1500mm apart allowing a greater
flat, clear area
A full flat pan of 540mm, giving a solid flat
look without corrugations
2mm thick
99.9% UV protection
NZBC Fire group rating 1-S
20 year weather breakage and 15 year loss
of light warranty

Note: Care must be taken during installation to ensure the sheets are pulled taught, and overlapped correctly. This is
so you don’t get a bow or ripple effect in them. They are more difficult to install than a standard corrugate profile,
and usually require two people. Sheets also have a 5mm width tolerance (i.e. coverage could be 605mm or 615mm)
so best to measure them first, before installing the rafters.

Length

Clear, bronze or grey tint

1.8m
2.1m
2.4m
2.7m
3.0m
3.6m
4.2m
4.8m
5.4m
6.0m
7.2m
9.0m
Cut to exact
size

$63
$74
$84
$95
$105
$126
$147
$168
$189
$210
$252
$315
No charge for cutting, will cut from closest size up

Diffused opal (can’t see through, but allows
diffused light through)
$78
$91
$104
$114
$130
$154
$182
$208
$234
$261
$311
$390

Accessories
Multipurpose Weatherlock
fasteners 65mm
50qty $29

Barge capping clear, bronze or
grey
3m $54, 6m $116

Custom Glaze foam infill 2 x
621mm strips for top and bottom
$9

Metal back channel flashing with
foam insert $91

Noise stop tape
25m roll $36

Crystalite glazing panels
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/crystalite -glazing-panels/

Alsynite Crystalite is a 6mm flat solid roofing panel.
Create an elegant yet contemporary style for your outdoor
area with Crystalite glazing panels. Shatter resistant and 250
times stronger than glass – yet with half the density – a high
impact durability doesn’t stop these panels from allowing
up to 92% of visible light to filter through.
•
•
•
•
•
•
Clear
•
•
•

620mm x 3.0m $261
620mm x 4.0m $347
620mm x 6.0m $521

Grey or Diffused Opal
•
•
•

620mm x 3.0m $279
620mm x 4.0m $372
620mm x 6.0m $558

Sheet width: 620mm
Lengths: 3m, 4m, 6m
Thickness: 6mm
Colours: Clear, Grey, Diffused Opal
15 year loss of light and weather breakage warranty
Minimum roof pitch of 5°

Astariglas cast acrylic
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/astariglas -cast-acrylic/
ASTARIGLAS® GP Crystal Clear is a high quality cast acrylic sheet.
Ideal for both indoor and outdoor use, Cast Acrylic sheeting is
one of the most widely used grades of acrylic sheet in today’s
market. Lighter than glass, yet stronger and with superb clarity,
this product’s rigidity and surface hardness make it an extremely
versatile material. As well as being highly resistant to weather
conditions, Cast Acrylic Sheets are UV-light absorbent.
It is made from 100% virgin MMA (methyl methacrylate
monomer) and can be easily thermoformed, cut, drilled, bent,
machined, engraved, polished and glued.
It’s commonly used for roofing, signs, display products, COVID19 screens and barriers, medical applications, food preparation
areas, and more.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Superior optical clarity with no distortion
Excellent chemical resistance
Sheet sizes: 2440mm x 1220mm, 2490mm x 1880mm, 3050mm x 2050mm
Thickness: 3.0mm, 4.5mm, 6.0mm, 10.0mm
Colours: Clear, Grey Tint, Opal
30 year warranty

Not available for pick up (sent direct from factory) – delivery to Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington, Christchurch $35
Clear

Opal

3.0mm x 2440mm x 1220mm – $122
3.0mm x 2490mm x 1880mm – $199
3.0mm x 3050mm x 2050mm – $269
4.5mm x 2440mm x 1220mm – $182
4.5mm x 2490mm x 1880mm – $289
4.5mm x 3050mm x 2050mm – $410
6.0mm x 2440mm x 1220mm – $243
6.0mm x 2490mm x 1880mm – $389
6.0mm x 3050mm x 2050mm – $539
10mm x 2440mm x 1220mm – $399
10mm x 3050mm x 2050mm – $990

3.0mm x 2440mm x 1220mm – $126
3.0mm x 2490mm x 1880mm – $209
3.0mm x 3050mm x 2050mm – $289
4.5mm x 2440mm x 1220mm – $188
4.5mm x 2490mm x 1880mm – $319
4.5mm x 3050mm x 2050mm – $429
6.0mm x 2440mm x 1220mm – $252
6.0mm x 2490mm x 1880mm – $419
6.0mm x 3050mm x 2050mm – $569
10mm x 2440mm x 1220mm – $439
Grey Tint
3.0mm x 2440mm x 1220mm – $132
4.5mm x 2440mm x 1220mm – $221
6.0mm x 2440mm x 1220mm – $291
6.0mm x 3050mm x 2050mm – $629
10mm x 2440mm x 1220mm – $476

Alsynite 5-Rib Twinwall polycarbonate
www.sunnyside.co.nz/product/twinwall -5-rib-polycarbonate/

Alsynite premium Twinwall 5-Rib polycarbonate
profiled roofing is New Zealand’s first trapezoidal
profiled Twinwall sheeting, developed using the
finest Makrolon resin and extruding technology
available. The result is a translucent roofing product
designed for New Zealand conditions to combat our
relatively high UV levels through a wide range of
temperatures and conditions.
It gets the best of both worlds: Ease of installation
on purlins 1500mm apart, using sheet fasteners
through the overlapping ridges, instead of a more
difficult glazing and joining system. Yet is still has insulation properties that minimise condensation and allow it to be
used in a wider range of applications.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not available for pick up (sent direct to you from
factory)
Available in clear, bronze or grey tint
Effective condensation barrier
NRC values (sound absorption)
Up to 11.5m long
Superior rigidity
Low maintenance
Lightweight
Self-extinguishing
15 year warranty

Length
1.8m
2.1m
2.4m
2.7m
3.0m
3.6m
4.2m
4.8m
5.4m
5.75m
6.0m
7.2m
11.5m
Cut to exact size

875mm wide
$98
$114
$130
$146
$162
$195
$227
$259
$292
$311
$324
$389
$621
No charge for cutting, will cut from closest size up

Accessories
Sealer and dust tape combo 2 x
11m $50

End caps $2

Noise stop tape $36

Fasteners from $45

Foam infill from $4

Polycarbonate flashings from $54

Metal back channel $85

Omni Screen outdoor blinds
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/omni -screen-outdoor-blinds/

Need to add some privacy, UV protection or climate control to your outdoor
space? Omni Screen outdoor blinds are a beautiful and versatile addition to
your patio, deck or outdoor area. Suitable for residential or commercial
spaces.
Create some shelter from the sun, wind, rain and insects.
Based in Auckland, Shade Elements are an industry leader when it comes to
outdoor patio blinds and screens. Their Omni Screen products are designed
for our unique New Zealand environment. Sleek, stylish and durable, the
Omni Screen incorporates smart design and practicality. Shade and privacy
are instantly provided thanks to the easy-to-operate roller system.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom-made to order, to your specific size
High quality components and fabric
Excellent product support from local manufacturer
Up to a 10 year warranty on Shadeview Urban mesh
Nationwide delivery – $35 North Island non-rural, please ask about South Island and/or rural
UV block – 93% clear PVC, 95% Shadeview Urban mesh
Openness factor – 95% Shadeview Urban
Available in two different screen systems. Component parts available in pearl white or satin black.

Omni Lite is a minimal straight drop screen which anchors to the ground when lowered and rolls neatly away
when not in use.

Omni Channel has the addition of side channels to increase protection and provide a streamlined finish.

Putty

Stone

Suede

Flint

Static

Atlantic

Marble

Mushroom

Quartz

Iceberg

Almond

Havana

Galaxy

Graphite

Pewter

Bracken

For custom sizes, order the closest size up. E.g. if you need 2140mm wide and 1830mm drop, order 2500mm wide by
2000mm drop.
You can then put the exact sizes you need in the ‘order notes’ section when you checkout.
Manufacturing lead time is 10-15 working days and shipping time is 1-4 working days.

Shadetex shade sails
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/shadetex-shade-sails/

Shadetex Shade Sails® are made from the highest quality
materials, designed to withstand New Zealand’s often-extreme
climate by a team of experienced sail-makers. With over 100
years of combined shade sail manufacturing experience, the
team at NuRange are the leaders when it comes to outdoor
canopies and sun shade products.
Kool Series heavy duty ready-made shade sails are built to last.
Designed and manufactured in New Zealand, they’re perfect
for houses, patios, decks, cafes, playgrounds, schools, carports
and any other residential or commercial outdoor areas.
Are you looking for a ready-made, easy to install shade solution for your outdoor area? Don’t settle for less, buy
the best.
•

Superior quality

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industry leading 13 year warranty
90% UV block and high shade factor
4 different shapes and 18 different sizes
14 unique colours
High quality Shadetec 320 fabric
Stainless steel 316 D-rings
Double layered mildew resistant webbing
Triple stitched PTFE thread that will last the lifetime of the fabric without rotting
Nationwide delivery – $35 non-rural, please ask about rural

Note: The shade sail measurements are taken from the shackle at each corner. They don’t include fixings or
tensioners. Measurements are taken before the shade sail is stretched out. We recommend that a turnbuckle
tensioner is used at each corner for best results.
Manufacturing lead time is 5 working days and shipping time is 2-6 working days.
We can also supply any custom made shade sail available from Shadetex Sails (www.shadetex.com). Perimeter up to
50m (sum of the length of all edges), 3 to 12 corners or attachment points. Please enquire for pricing and availability.

Devan water tanks
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/devan-water-tanks/

Devan Tanks are manufactured from the highest quality
polyethylene. This gives a long life and trouble free service.
Polyethylene cannot rot or corrode, and it is ultra violet (UV)
stabilised for New Zealand’s harsh environment. Devan Tanks
offers a no-nonsense 20 year warranty on all domestic use water
tanks.
Devan have manufacturing and distribution centres located in
Tauranga and Christchurch, with delivery nationwide on their fleet
of ten custom built delivery trucks.
The unique Devan space frame provides for maximum strength in the dome of your tank which means it won’t pop
in when you are installing or servicing your tank nor will snow loading have an effect. Devan Tanks are the only large
water tank in New Zealand that come with brass moulded in outlets. Having metal outlets allows for easy plumbing
significantly reducing the chance of leaking and help
reduce cross threading.
Above ground water tanks are the preferred choice for
water collection and storage. You will save time and
money on installation with significantly less site
preparation.
Maximise the use of your property and water supply,
choose from our range of above ground water storage
tanks with capacities from 600 litres up to a massive
30,000 litres. Enjoy leak-free, convenient storage that
offers easy access. Get in touch with Devan for the best
installation advice to optimise the life of your above
ground water tank.
•
•
•

20 year warranty on all domestic tanks
Free delivery nationwide (check for remote
locations or islands first)
11 different colours

600 litre tank
$499

3,500 litre tank
$999

10,000 litre tank
$2,249

1,000 litre tank
$729

4,000 litre tank
$1,099

15,000 litre tank
$2,650

2,000 litre tank
$850

5,000 litre tank
$1,299

30,000 litre tank
$3,799

Marley spouting and downpipes
www.gutter.nz

We can supply Marley spouting, downpipes and all
accessories (not all accessories listed below, check our
website for further details).
Marley Stormcloud
With its quarter-round shape that is both versatile and
aesthetic, Stormcloud® is New Zealand’s most popular
spouting style. Clean, strong lines and a range of colours
make this low maintenance gutter a perfect match for both
traditional and contemporary homes.
•
•

MS1-3 Marley Stormcloud PVC Spouting 3m
$35 (white only)

•
•

MS1-5 Marley Stormcloud PVC Spouting 5m
$60 (white only)

•
•

MS1.4 Marley Stormcloud PVC Spouting 4m
$81 (Black, Grey Friars, Ironsand only)

Marley Classic
Marley Classic™ has been gracing Kiwi homes since the 1980’s. Also called Old Gothic (or OG / Ogee), it’s a more
traditional look. Drawing inspiration from an original Roman design with sharp, angular edges, Marley Classic™ is
ideal for bungalows, villas and colonial style houses.
•
•

MC1-3 Marley Classic PVC Spouting 3m
$35

•
•

MC1-5 Marley Classic PVC Spouting 5m
$61

Marley Typhoon
Typhoon® has been specifically designed for high rainfall conditions. It has excellent capacity and flow
characteristics. Choose internal brackets for a smooth, contemporary look, or try external brackets for a retro design
feature. Available in a range of colours including metallics.
•
•

MT1-3 Marley Typhoon PVC Spouting 3m
$53 (white only)

•
•

MT1-5 Marley Typhoon PVC Spouting 5m
$81 (white only)

•
•
•

MT1.4 Marley Typhoon PVC Spouting 4m
$78 (Black, Grey Friars, Ironsand only)
$82 (Copper, Titanium only)

Marley Downpipes
Marley downpipes are specifically designed for the New Zealand climate and our salt-laden coastal air. UV resistant
and able to handle our harsh summer sun, these downpipes can take on long, hot days with ease. Proudly made in
NZ for over 40 years, Marley downpipes come with a 15 year guarantee, as well as the opportunity to return used
spouting and downpipes to Marley for recycling.
•
•

RP-80 Marley RP80 Round PVC Downpipe 80mm 3m (white)
$29

•
•

RP-65 Marley RP65 Round PVC Downpipe 65mm 3m (white)
$25

•
•

RP80 Marley RP80 PVC Downpipe 80mm 3m (Black, Grey Friars, Ironsand)
$46

•
•

RP80 Marley RP80 PVC Downpipe 80mm 3m (Titanium, Copper)
$60

Guttersmart foam gutter protection
www.guttersmart.co.nz

Declutter your gutter with GUTTERSMART
The easy-to-install gutter foam insert that stops leaves and
debris from sitting in your gutters.
Free delivery in the North Island! (non-rural). For rural or
South Island please contact us and we’ll get a freight quote.
Prevents leaves and debris from entering your gutters –
much less standing on a ladder cleaning them out.
Simple DIY installation and maintenance, no complicated or intrusive installation systems.
Looks the best, no ugly bristles or unsightly mesh.
Around a fifth of the price of gutter mesh.
Easy to order, delivered directly to you. Free samples available.
How it works
GUTTERSMART is a foam wedge that you simply place inside your gutter. No need for drilling, screwing, or lifting
your roof to install. They come in 1m lengths and fit most gutters in NZ. They’re easy to trim with scissors or a knife,
to fit the gutter or around the supporting brackets. And they can be butted together to cover the entire length of
your gutter.
Once in place, most leaves, sticks and debris will pass over the gutter and be blown away. Water will pass right
through the foam and run down into the spouting as usual. Unlike other products, the leaves will not get stuck in any
bristles to slowly block up the gutters.
Pack size
1 piece
18 pieces

In 1m lengths
$9
$149

Profiled polycarbonate roofing fasteners
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/polycarbonate -fasteners/

•
•

One Shot fasteners, the easiest for timber purlins
Multipurpose fasteners, suitable for steel or timber purlins and high wind zones

The One Shot fasteners are very sharp and the washer starts at the bottom. Therefore they are easier to hold on the
sheet when drilling. However, because they are so sharp, and start cutting the hole straight away, they do require
more care to ensure they are exactly straight and don’t run off.
The Multipurpose fasteners have a larger washer that starts at the top. Because the drill point can be used on steel
purlins as well, it is a little harder to hold on the sheet as it is not as sharp. However it is a lot more forgiving and
doesn’t cut the oversized hole until the end. They can be easier for first time users or DIYers.
Specifications
• 50mm (65mm for 5-Rib)
• Galvanised
• No pre-drilling required
• Cuts a thermal expansion hole in the same
action
• 12 gauge (One Shot)
• 14 gauge (Multipurpose)
• Requires 5/16″ hex head drive
• 26mm DEKS EPDM washer (Multipurpose)
• Fully compliant with AS3566

Prices
One Shot 50mm or 65mm
• Packet of 50 $35
• Packet of 250 (50mm only) $159
• Packet of 200 (65mm only) $146
• Packet of 1,000 $583
Multipurpose 50mm or 65mm
• Packet of 60 $38
• Packet of 500 $283

Custom Glaze fasteners
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/custom -glaze-fasteners/
Multipurpose Weatherlock fasteners are designed specifically for Custom Glaze.
-65mm
-Class 4 galvanised, 14 guage
-Requires 10mm expansion hole drilled first (12mm for sheets longer than 4.2m)
-32mm DEKS EPDM washer
-Fully compliant with AS3566
Packet of 50
$29

Polycarbonate and metal flashings
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/polycarbonate -flashings/
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/metal -flashings/
Polycarbonate flashings and polycarbonate fixings can help with correct water run-off and will enhance the look of
your project. They come in the same colours as the sheets (except for opal).
•
•

Only 3m lengths, in large size, in clear or bronze available in store
All other colours, sizes and lengths available by delivery from the factory

Note, these flashings do not have corrugations in them. They are essentially flat strips of polycarbonate bent into the
various profiles. You can also use Coloursteel or galvanised flashings available from most hardware stores such as
Bunnings or Mitre 10.
Apron flashing (goes against a wall and down onto the
polycarbonate roofing)
L2AF110 110 x 130 x 10mm (large)
3m $91
6m $209
L2AF60 60 x 70 x 20mm (small)
3m $59
6m $138

Ridge capping (goes on the ridge of the structure)
L2RC115-120D 10 x 115 x 115 x 10mm (large 120deg)
3m $84
6m $169
L2RC110-25D 110 x 110mm (small 25deg)
3m $66
6m $133
L2RC110-45D 110 x 110mm (small 45deg)
3m $66
6m $133

Barge capping (runs along the polycarbonate roofing and
down the edge of the structure)
L2BC90 90 x 130 x 20mm (large)
3m $91
6m $184
L2BC70 70 x 60 x 20mm (small)
3m $59
6m $119

Custom Glaze barge capping (runs along the Custom Glaze roofing and down the edge of
the structure)
80 x 50 x 30mm
3m $54
6m $116

Metal back channel flashings help prevent rain,
dust, pests, and wind from entering where your
roof butts into fascias and walls. It does a similar
job to an apron flashing.
Specifications:
-3.6m length
-Grey Friars colour
-Includes foam insert
-U shape for corrugated or Greca (45mm x 20mm x
20mm) $72
-U shape for 5-Rib or Custom Glaze (45mm x 35mm
x 35mm) $91

Polycarbonate roofing foam infill
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/foam -infill/
Foam infill strips can help prevent rain, dust, leaves and
pests from entering in between the polycarbonate
roofing and the purlin it’s attached to. They can also be
used to seal gaps such as in between the sheet and the
eave / soffit.

Corrugated (white) $15
-1 packet of 4 infill strips at 97.5cm each (3.9m joined
together)

5-Rib (grey) (not available in store)
-Narrow tip for under the sheet, 76.0cm (1 piece) $3
-Wide tip for on top of the sheet, 95.0cm (1 piece) $4

Greca (white) $12 (not available in store)
-1 packet of 4 infill strips at 76.0cm each (3.04m
joined together)

Twinwall 5-Rib (grey) (not available in store)
-Narrow tip for under the sheet, 82.0cm (1 piece) $4
-Wide tip for on top of the sheet, 102.5cm (1 piece) $7
Custom Glaze (grey) (not available in store)
-2 x 621mm strips for top and bottom $9

Polycarbonate roofing purlin noise stop tape
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/noise -stop-tape/
Noise stop tape helps prevent your polycarbonate roof
from creaking, which can be caused by changes in
temperature.
-25m roll
-Weather-resistant and chemically inert
-Suitable for polycarbonate, PVC, and fibreglass roofing
-24mm wide x 3mm thick
Some other practical uses:
-Door and window seals
-Panel sealing and weather-proofing
-Scratch protection
-Access door closure seals
-Vibration isolation
$36 for a 25m roll

Laserlite 2000+ Twinwall fasteners
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/laserlite -twinwall-fasteners/
Designed for use with Laserlite 2000+ Twinwall 6mm or 8mm.
• 12G x 55mm
• With aluminium and neoprene washer
• Type 17 timber head
• Needs to have an expansion hole pre-drilled

Prices
Packet of 50 $36

Laserlite Twinwall H-snap joiner
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/laserlite -twinwall-h-snap-joiner/
• 60mm wide overall.
• 25mm gap in the middle (allow 30mm when joining sheets, to allow for

expansion).
• Works for both 6mm and 8mm thick sheets.
• Used to join the sheets together length-ways (joiner goes down the slope).
• Comes as a two piece joiner, the bottom piece gets fastened to the rafter
and the top piece snaps in place over the sheets.
$34 for 2.9m length
$68 for 5.8m length

Laserlite Twinwall U end cap
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/laserlite -twinwall-u-end-cap/
• Used to cap each end of the sheet, over the sealer and dust tape.
• Can also be used on the side edges.
• Long edge is 25mm, short edge is 17mm.

$8 for 1.22m length
$32 for 4.89m length

Laserlite Twinwall sealer and dust tape
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/twinwall -sealer-and-dust-tape-combo/
The twinwall sealer and dust tape combo pack contains one 11m roll of
aluminium sealer tape, and one 11m roll of dust tape.
The sealer tape goes at the high end of the sheet to prevent water getting
into the flutes.
The anti-dust tape goes at the lower end. This allows any moisture that does
get into the sheet, to run out. It also prevents dust, dirt, sediment and insects
from getting in the lower end.
It is essential to use polycarbonate end caps in conjunction with the Laserlite
twinwall anti-dust tape, to prevent the adhesive in the tape from drying up
(unless tape is encapsulated by a glazing system).
$50 for the 2 roll combo (1 x 11m roll of each)

Laserlite Twinwall aluminium F channel
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/laserlite -twinwall-aluminium-f-channel/
• 6m length
• Used to hold the outer side edges of the Twinwall down
• Edge can drop down over the side of the structure and be fastened into the

structure (similar to a barge capping)
• Or, edge can run up the side of the cladding if the side of the Twinwall is
butting into the house (similar to an apron flashing)
• 45mm x 20mm
$95 for a 6m length

Alsynite 5-Rib end cap
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/twinwall -5-rib-end-cap/
Twinwall 5-Rib end cap 215mm
Used to cap each end of the sheet, over the sealer and dust
tape.
Each end cap does one trough, and half of each rib either
side. So to cover the full width of one sheet you would need
four end caps.
$2 per cap

Twinwall 5-Rib fasteners
https://sunnyside.co.nz/product/twinwall -5-rib-fasteners/
Designed for use with Twinwall 5-Rib.
•
Timbertite Class 4 Type 17
•
14G x 75mm
•
With 26mm DEKS EPDM washer
Prices
Packet of 50 $45
Packet of 250 $192
Packet of 500 $384

Delivery details
https://sunnyside.co.nz/delivery -details/
Continue scrolling down for delivery details for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Polycarbonate roofing, flashings, accessories and Crystalite
Astariglas acrylic
Shade sails
Outdoor blinds
Marley spouting
Devan water tanks
Guttersmart foam guard
Courier items

All polycarbonate roofing, flashings, accessories and Crystalite will come on the same truck, so delivery can be
combined for these.
Astariglas, shade sails, outdoor blinds, Marley spouting, water tanks, and Guttersmart are each sent on different
carriers (from various places), so we're unable to combine deliveries for these.
For all polycarbonate sheets, Crystalite, flashings and accompanying accessories - $35 nationwide non-rural
There is a map on our website showing all the standard delivery areas. Orders need to be received and paid for by
10am the working day before, to make the next available delivery day.
Delivery is to your address (you don’t have to pick up from a depot). Please tell us a safe place to leave it if you’re
not going to be there. Someone will generally need to be there to help the driver for sheets over 4.0m long.
90% of our orders arrive within these time-frames, however there are sometimes delays that are outside of our
control.
Astariglas acrylic
Delivery is available in the Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington and Christchurch metro areas (non-rural). We can't give
an exact date for delivery but it's generally no longer than 5 working days (usually around 2). Someone will need to
be on-site to assist the driver with delivery. Pick up may also be available from Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington or
Christchurch depots.
Shade sails - $35 non-rural
Manufacturing lead time is 5 working days and shipping time is 2-6 working days.
Outdoor blinds - $35 non-rural
Manufacturing lead time is 10-15 working days and shipping time is 1-4 working days.
Marley spouting
Delivery is available nationwide. We can't give an exact date for delivery but it's generally no longer than 5 working
days (usually around 2). Pick up may also be available from various depots around NZ.
Devan plastic water tanks
Delivery is available nationwide. Lead time is usually around 3 months. Feel free to check with us before ordering.
Guttersmart foam guard – Free delivery non-rural
We send these on a separate carrier. We can’t give an exact date for delivery but it’s generally no longer than 5
working days.
For any miscellaneous items sent by courier - $7 nationwide non-rural
We send these items by Courier Post. Delivery target is 1-2 working days for urban, 2-4 working days for rural.

